Archetype: Serpent
Direction: South
Principle: That Which Binds and Holds Us.

Embody This Archetype To:
  Support you to shed the outdated patterns, belief systems and wounds that no longer align with who you are and where you want to go.
  Bring you into deeper balance and harmony with the earth and all beings.
  Bring beauty to everything you encounter.

Archetype: Jaguar
Direction: West
Principle: Renewal; All Things Must Break Down To Be Renewed. Life/Death/Rebirth

Embody This Archetype To:
  Release all that is not your greatest truth and expression.
  Bring that which is hidden in the shadows to the light.
  Be at peace with yourself and others.

Archetype: Hummingbird
Direction: North
Principle: Our Soul’s Journey; Growth and Evolution. Answering the Call of Spirit.

Embody This Archetype To:
  Support you to discover and answer the call of your heart.
  Bring your gifts into the world.
  Bring forth experiences that nourish you and support you to grow.
  Connect you with the helping spirits who exist outside of time – ancestors, lineage, helping spirits.

Archetype: Eagle/Condor
Direction: East
Principle: Transcendence of Self; Growth and Evolution

Embody This Archetype To:
  Begin Anew.
  Dream a new life and world.
  Teach you to vision and create your life by working at the level of the field that organizes all of life.
  Support you to be of service by revealing your most essential nature.